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The iPhone 6s user guide will specifically help you with the features and features of your Apple iPhone 6s. The iPhone 6s are smartphones developed and operated by Apple Inc. Devices are part of the iPhone series and were announced on September 9, 2015. iPhone 6S and iPhone 6S Plus jointly serve as successors to the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus.The iPhone 6S is an
evolution on the iPhone 6, Thanks to improved hardware specifications as well as 3D Touch Power Touch Screen.iPhone 6s Guide to iOS 8.4 iPhone 6s Manual Download (PDF, 3.54MB) Note: To open this iPhone 6s Guide, your computer needs Adobe Reader. You can get Adobe Reader for free by driving here iPhone 6s pre-orders start on September 12 and deliver on
September 25 to Australia, Canada, China, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, Puerto Rico, Singapore, UK and US. Our website is made possible by displaying online advertising for our visitors. Please consider supporting us by disabling the ad blocker. Size: 46.25MB Language: EN Rating: 10/10 (Voting: 140) This is the official Apple iPhone 6 Plus Guide to users in English
provided by the manufacturer. If you are looking for detailed specifications, please see our specification page. Apple A1522, Apple A1524Other имена: A1522, A1524, 158,1 x 77,8 x 7,1 мм, 172 г, Li-Ion, IPS TFT 16M цвета 1080 x 1920 px (5.50) 401 ppi, цифровая камера 8 Mpx, 3264x2448 px, mp3, MMS, WiFi, GPS, LTE, iOS 8, сенсорный экран, новейшие телефоны TOP
8 Новейшие manualsManual Sharp Aquos Sense3 Руководство Samsung Галактика A51 5G Двойная SIM-карта (ru) Руководство myPhone 3330 Ручной синий G8 Руководство Nokia 110 2019 Двойная SIM-карта (ru) Руководство TP-Link Neffos N150 Ручная Xiaomi Mi 9 Ручной Sharp Aquos нулевой2 Apple Mac iPad iPhone Смотреть ТЕЛЕВИЗОР Музыка
Поддержка Добро пожаловать на iPhone 6s Руководство веб-сайт. If you want to know more about this new Apple smartphone, please read this iPhone 6 user guide and user guide first. A new generation of iPhones has arrived. With better design, better software and new features, the iPhone 6 offers a new user experience. This is something you should not be missed. As one
of the most anticipated smartphones this year, the iPhone 6 will never be disappointing. Deep inside it, you'll be something you'll never see in other smartphones. iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus Take a look at the iPhone 6 Guide, there are many things to know about the new generation of the iPhone. A smooth metal surface and a new Retina HD display will give you the best user
experience. The new product design will remind you with the elegance of the iPhone. Cool and precious, they all get you in the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus. The iPhone 6s and 6s Plus Larger doesn't mean thicker. In the iPhone 6, more can be done in more Design. The iPhone 6 is only 6.9mm, while the iPhone 6 plus is only 7.1mm thick. Although they are large, they are the best
generation of the iPhone. That's why. Offering the best comfort and the best user experience is just confidence. The iPhone 6 doesn't just offer a larger display. It also has the best display. The new Retina HD display allows the new iPhone to produce better resolution. The 1334 x 750 display for the iPhone 6 and 1920 x 1080 display for the iPhone 6 Plus will show you the best
detail and life graphics performance. The iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 plus have a 64-bit A8 chip. The M8 motion coprocessor effectively collects data from advanced sensors to the new barometer. With a better camera, the new iPhone can record 1080p HD at 60 fps for sure. The new iOS 8 is the secret to the best software. What do you get in the new iOS? The iPhone 6 User Guide
will show you how the software works for you. The better the look and the better the user experience will help you manage your smartphone easily. The message is also equipped with voice and video. You just need to click on your phone to add your voice and video to any message. Users can also share their location, call a group chat and disable or leave a conversation
whenever they want. Another interesting thing about iOS 8 is about phone function. This feature appears with a better view and become smarter now. If you want to make a call, you can only do it with a single tap just like the usual method. But if you want to try something different, you can ask Siri to make a call for you. All you need is to just tell him Siri and he will do it for you.
There's also new photo apps that will allow you to find, rediscover or edit your favorite photos with ease. With a handy OS and easy-to-use design, this makes the iPhone 6 Custom tutorial look unnecessary anymore. iPhone 6 User Guide (iOS 8) If you are a user of the iPhone 6 or iPhone 6 Plus and would like to learn more about the iPhone 6 guide, user guide, beginners' guide,
features, tricks tips and news updates about the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus, please explore this site through this sitemap page. To find out the features and features of your iPhone, see the PDF user manual below. iPhone 6 Pdf Guide : Read online Download from our server: iPhone 6 User Guide Pdf Official iPhone 6 User Guide Pdf: To learn more about Apple iPhone 6 please
Visit the official Apple iPhone webpage: iPhone 6 6 Setup Guide: To find out and customize the iPhone 6, please visit our iPhone 6 setup guide and tutorial list: Check out here the iPhone 6s User Guide (iOS 9) There is also additional information you should know about iOS 9. This additional information will be explained how to follow. iOS 9 User Guide to learn more about the
iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus, please refer to this page: iOS 9 User's Guide to the New iPhone 8 user? Please find out about the new iPhone on the iPhone 8 User Guide General Release Date: September 2015 Form Factor: Screen Screen Size 158.20 x 77.90 x 7.30 Weight (g): 192.00 Battery Capacity (mAh): 2750 Removable Battery: No Colors: Silver, Gold, Space Grey, Pink
Gold SAR Value: NA Display Screen Size (inches): 5.50 Touchscreen: Yes Resolution: 1080x1920 Pixel Pixels Per Inch (PPI): 401 Hardware processor to make: A9 RAM: 2GB Internal Storage: 16GB Camera Rear Camera: 12-megapixel Flash: Yes front camera: 5-megapixel software system: iOS 9 Wi-Camera Connection Fi: Yes Wi-Fi Standards Maintained: 802.11 a/ b/ g/ n/ ac
GPS: Yes Bluetooth: Yes, v 4.20 NFC: Yes Infrared: No USB OTG: No Headphones: 3.5mm FM: No SIM Type: Nano-SIM GSM/ CDMA: GSM 3G: Yes 4G/ Band 40): Yes Sensors Compass / Magnetometer: Yes Proximity Sensor : Yes Accelerometer: Yes Ambient Light Sensor : Yes Gyroscope: Yes Barometer: Yes Temperature Sensor: No Category: Apple Phones iPhone 6s
Plus Apple iPhone 6s Plus Guide / User Guide Download No Guides Find Apple iPhone 6s Plus A1634, A1687 User Guide is PDF File to Discuss Ways to Apple iPhone 6s Plus. This document contains instructions and explanations on everything from setting up your device for the first time to users who still don't understand the basic function of the phone. Other names: A1634,
A1687, 158.2 x 77.9 x 7.3 mm, 192 g, Li-Po, Apple A9, IPS TFT 16M color 1080 x 1920 px (5.50) 401 ppi, digital camera 12 Mpx, 4608x2592 px, mp3, MMS, WiFi, LTE, LTE, iOS 9, Touchscreen, Apple A1634, Apple A1687 Brugervejledning, User Guide, zuckerberg, Anvendarhandbok, Usage Guide, Guide for l utente, Gebruikershandleiding, Brookerhondbok, Guide to Do
Utilizador, ⽤户指南Apple iPhone 7 Apple iPhone 5 Apple iPhone 3G 16GB Apple iPhone SE (en) Apple iPhone 3G 8GB Apple iPhone XR Apple iPhone 4 32GB Apple iPhone 5s 16GB Apple iPhone 6 Apple iPhone 5c 16GB Apple iPhone 8 Portable document format (PDF) presents a multi-platform/app file format that captures electronic image documents and formatting items
including all fonts, text and graphics. It is a reliable and reliable file format used in electronic data exchange. Because the PDF provides color-learning information, it allows the user to share and print data as it appears on a computer screen or monitor. Developed by Adobe Systems, the PDF is provided by the open ISO 32000 standard. File size is a measure of how much data a
computer file contains or, alternately, how much memory it consumes. Typically, the file size is expressed in card-based units. By convention, file-size units use either a metric set-top box (both in megabyte and gigabyte) or a binary set-top box (both in mebibit and gibibaite). Roaming Help - Support for NL FR EN Device Help Pages are downloaded. doesn't come with a printed
user manual, but that doesn't mean that one doesn't exist. You just need to know where to look for it. All iPhone models are relatively similar when it comes to their hardware; it's this software that is really different. Apple releases a user guide that covers all models that can work with the latest operating system every time a new large version of iOS is released. Apple produces
other training materials, such as product and security information and user guides, for each model. Determine which model you have below and then download the user guide you need. Apple This extensive guide for iPhone users includes complete instructions on how to use your iPhone. If you're looking for a traditional guide, this is it. Apple releases a new version for every major
iOS release. The available releases of the user manual are here. For more information, use iOS guides to get the full directions for all the features and abilities of your phone. The 2019 version of the iPhone adds even more cameras and features for the smartphone. These documents provide advice on how to use all new techniques, security information and more. The iPhone X
and iPhone XR and XS marked the full decade of Apple smartphones. Here's some more information about this series. Just like with the iPhone 6 and 6S, the documentation for the iPhone 7 and 8 are one PDF with basic security information in it. The documentation for the Plus models of these series is also a single document. You won't find much, just some basic security details
and guarantees. The iPhone SE is very similar to the iPhone 5S, but it is stamped with the letters SE on the back under the name iPhone. This is perhaps the easiest way to find out what version you have. The iPhone SE Security Information, Warranty and Regulatory Information iPhone 6 line included S upgrades and the first plus-size versions of the phone. The iPhone 6 Plus
and 6S Plus are similar. You won't find much in their documents; this is basic legal information. The user manuals are higher, more educational and for ordinary users. Like their big siblings, the iPhone 6 and 6S are essentially the same device with some minor changes. And like these models, the information is almost strictly legal and won't help you learn how to use the iPhone.
The iPhone 5 was the first iPhone with a screen larger than the 3.5 inch original models wore. This one has a 4-inch screen. At the same time the phone debuted, Apple unveiled its new headphones, replacing older headphones that came with earlier iPhones. The documents here include some quick tips on how to use the iPhone 5 and instructions on how to use EarPods. You'll
know the iPhone 5S as the first iPhone with Touch ID fingerprint scanner. The available documentation for it is the same basic legal information as for the 6 and 6S series. iPhone 5C can be identified by the brightly colored plastic case used on the back. It's the same size The iPhone 5 is actually, except for housing, it's almost exactly the same phone. Like the 5S and 6 series, its
download is just just Content. The iPhone 4 has become famous, or, more rightly, infamous for the death clutch problem with the antenna. You probably won't find a mention of that in any of these downloads. The iPhone 4S introduced Siri to the world. When this model debuted, it was the only way to get an Apple personal assistant. Downloads here include quick tips on using your
phone as well as basic legal information. The main improvement of the iPhone 3G was the support of 3G wireless networks, which was missing the original model. The PDF files here provide legal information and some basic operational advice. The 3GS model introduced the iPhone naming model to the world. That is, the first model of the new generation is the number, and the
second model adds the S. In this case, the S was behind the speed; 3GS offered a faster processor and faster cellular data, among other things. Things. iphone 6s plus user manual pdf download
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